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Associated Websites

● Nicholas Grossman | Political Science at Illinois

● Arc Digital

● Medium

● Nicholas Grossman, Author at The Bulwark

Profile
Nicholas Grossman is a lecturer in political science, teaching classes on terrorism and

insurgency; national security policy; and 21st century technology and warfare, primarily

robotic systems. He joined the UI faculty in 2013 after receiving his PhD from the

University of Maryland. His research focuses on unmanned aerial vehicles (commonly

known as drones) and how robotic technology affects the strategies of both sides in

asymmetric warfare. He is also a frequent contributor to Arc Digital

(https://thearcmag.com/), primarily writing on American foreign policy and national

security.

Drones and Terrorism: Asymmetric Warfare and the
Threat to Global Security

Book Synopsis

In warzones, ordinary commercially-available drones are used for extraordinary

reconnaissance and information gathering. They can also be used for bombings - a

drone carrying an explosive charge is potentially a powerful weapon. At the same time
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asymmetric warfare has become the norm - with large states increasingly fighting

marginal terrorist groups in the Middle East and elsewhere. Here, Nicholas Grossman

shows how we are entering the age of the drone terrorist - groups such as Hezbollah

are already using them in the Middle East. Grossman will analyse the ways in which the

United States, Israel and other advanced militaries use aerial drones and ground-based

robots to fight non-state actors (e.g. ISIS, al Qaeda, the Iraqi and Afghan insurgencies,

Hezbollah, Hamas, etc.) and how these groups, as well as individual terrorists, are

utilizing less advanced commercially-available drones to fight powerful state opponents.

Robotics has huge implications for the future of security, terrorism and international

relations and this will be essential reading on the subject of terrorism and drone warfare.

Literary Review

Drones and Terrorism provides an important and needed analysis of the role of drones

in the conflict between governments and terrorists. It is one of the only books that

addresses the use of drones by these non-state actors and how their use will impact the

next stage in the evolution of counter-terrorism. Grossman's research and analysis

provides important evidence and arguments to the debate about the role of drones in

conflict, going beyond the standard tropes of 'should' or 'should not' to what is actually

happening and what to expect in the future. This book also advances our understanding

of drones by discussing the next stage in the type and nature of drone warfare, and the

implications this will have for conflict. His discussion incorporates how the future

development of drones, including a swarm approach, will create challenges and

opportunities for policy makers. This book provides academics, students, the public, and
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policy makers with a very well informed understanding of the future of drones and their

role in the continuing fight between governments and terrorists, including how

governments should respond to the technological developments in the field of drones.

Drones and Terrorism moves the discussion about the use of drones forward by

providing a much needed discussion of how terrorists use drones, the future of drone

technology, and what both of these mean for counter-terrorism policies.

Brian Lai, Associate Professor of International Relations, University of Iowa

Drones: Background and Context

Asymmetric Warfare

Asymmetric warfare can be defined as a war that occurs between two forces of uneven

strength and size. The most common methods used in asymmetric war are guerrilla

tactics and elements of psychological warfare. Guerrilla tactics are mostly used by

insurgents or rebels, but organized militaries can counter with strategic or

fear-promoting isolated actions, or reprisals, in return. Organized militaries frequently

counter guerrilla tactics with the institution of military law and psychological warfare.

This may involve the use of propaganda to frame the guerrilla soldiers as threats to the

security of the government and the safety of citizens. In addition to suppressing the

opposite force, asymmetric warfare may also involve intimidating civilians who are not

participating in either side of the conflict.
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Robots and the U.S. Army

“The United States military—the most advanced in the world, with an annual budget

greater than the next seven largest spenders combined—has prioritized robotics.

Responding to Congressional mandated austerity and the winding down of wars in Iraq

and Afghanistan, the Department of Defense released a document in January 2012

outlining a 22% reduction in total defense expenditures from the 2010 peak. All of this

reduction came from personnel and

manned systems; the budget protected or increased funding for unmanned platforms. It

reduced active Army personnel from 570,000 to 490,000, and active Marine personnel

from 202,000 to 182,000, while retiring and divesting planes designed to airlift troops.

The 2016 budget continued this trend, further reducing the army to 450,000 active

soldiers while maintaining the Marines at 182,000.” -Excerpt from Drones and Terrorism

Ground-based Robots

“Aerial drones get the most publicity, but ground-based robots are revolutionizing

twenty-first century warfare as well. Whether rolling around on wheels or treads, or in a

more recent development, walking around on legs, unmanned ground-based systems

can enhance the capabilities of soldiers in the field. As of 2017, the United States has

developed or acquired robots that can remove wounded troops from battlefields, carry

supplies over difficult terrain, detect and remove explosives, shoot firearms with

precision, knock mortars and rockets out of the sky, and locate the origin of gunfire.
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Many of these have already succeeded in active combat theaters.” -Excerpt from

Drones and Terrorism

Selection of Additional Reading on Military Robots:
● Military robot - Wikipedia
● 20 Military Robots Used by the World’s Superpowers

Drones

U.S. military drone, also more commonly referred to as “Unmanned Aerial System

(UAS).” Since the mid-1990s, the U.S. has been operating drones and utilizing armed

and unarmed drones in combat situations.

Militaries around the world are also using drones, and the increased competition is

driving defense budgets skyward.

The U.S. military alone is expected to invest $2.2 billion in 2020 to $2.7 billion in 2029 in

research and development and between $2.5 to $3.3 billion in procurement. That is not

taking into account classified programs that could add billions of additional dollars.

Worldwide, military drone research and development is expected to increase from $3.2

billion in 2020 to $4 billion in 2029. Procurement funding is projected to reach $10.3

billion during the same timeframe.

FAA Home ▸ Unmanned Aircraft Systems ▸ Resources & Other Topics ▸ Drones by the

Numbers
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A Brief History of Drones

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are aircraft with no on-board crew or passengers.

They can be automated ‘drones’ or remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs). UAV’s can fly for

long periods of time at a controlled level of speed and height and have a role in many

aspects of aviation.

The first pilotless vehicles were developed in Britain and the USA during the First World

War. Britain’s Aerial Target, a small radio-controlled aircraft, was first tested in March

1917 while the American aerial torpedo known as the Kettering Bug first flew in October

1918. Although both showed promise in flight tests, neither were used operationally

during the war.

During the inter-war period the development and testing of unmanned aircraft

continued. In 1935 the British produced a number of radio-controlled aircraft to be used

as targets for training purposes. It's thought the term 'drone' started to be used at this

time, inspired by the name of one of these models, the DH.82B Queen Bee.

Radio-controlled drones were also manufactured in the United States and used for

target practice and training.

Reconnaissance UAVs were first deployed on a large scale in the Vietnam War. Drones

also began to be used in a range of new roles, such as acting as decoys in combat,

launching missiles against fixed targets and dropping leaflets for psychological

operations.

Following the Vietnam War other countries outside of Britain and the United States

began to explore unmanned aerial technology. New models became more
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sophisticated, with improved endurance and the ability to maintain greater height. In

recent years models have been developed that use technology such as solar power to

tackle the problem of fuelling longer flights.

Drones now have many functions, ranging from monitoring climate change to carrying

out search operations after natural disasters, photography, filming, and delivering

goods. But their most well-known and controversial use is by the military for

reconnaissance, surveillance and targeted attacks. Since the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the

United States in particular has significantly increased its use of drones. They are mostly

used for surveillance in areas and terrains where troops are unable to safely go. But

they are also used as weapons and have been credited with killing suspected militants.

Their use in current conflicts and over some countries has raised questions about the

ethics of this kind of weaponry, especially when it results in civilian deaths, either due to

inaccurate data or because of their proximity to a ‘target’.

Drones by the Numbers

A few decades ago, drones were confined to science fiction or notions of the future.

Today, unmanned aircraft systems, or drones, are rapidly becoming a part of our

everyday lives. They are quickly increasing in numbers and complexity. The ways we

use drones range from recreational to commercial and military applications.

Here's a snapshot of the current state of drones in the United States:

● 865,505 drones registered

○ 314,689 commercial drones registered
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○ 538,172 recreational drones registered

○ 3,644 paper registrations

● 280,418 Remote pilots certified

● 257,437 TRUST completion certificates issued by test administrators

● UAS quarterly activity reports

Top Military Drones | Military Technologies and Weapons | Drones 2022

The Psychological Tolls and Moral Hazards of Drone Warfare

Armed drones have become a staple of modern American warfare, placing operators at

a historically unprecedented remove from danger. At the same time, they have exposed

those targeted, whether combatants or civilians, to a form of violence that they can

neither defend themselves against nor surrender to. Freed from the traditional

reciprocity of war, in which both sides put their lives on the line, drone operators have

become more like judicial executioners: putting people on trial on the other side of the

planet without due process and meting out death sentences by remote control.

The U.S. pioneered this style of warfare but is no longer alone in using what are

technically called unmanned aerial vehicles, or UAVs. Other countries, including U.S.

rivals, are ramping up their own drone programs, signaling that this style of killing at

great distance is likely to become a defining feature of war in the 21st century.

While drone strikes are often viewed as an antiseptic, dehumanized form of killing —

comparable to blowing up targets in a video game — many…describe it as
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psychologically difficult. Some even develop parasocial relationships with those they are

tasked to stalk and kill.

The concept of war as a legal and morally regulated activity was historically built on an

assumption of mutual risk and danger among those taking part. That dynamic simply no

longer exists when one side is fighting only with robots from the other side of the planet.

While prior technological advances may have reduced the structural threat between

combatants, drone warfare is the first time that one side has made themselves

absolutely immune to violence.

As much as drone warfare has eliminated mortal risk on one side of war almost entirely,

it has simultaneously displaced that risk onto civilians whose safety the military is

ostensibly tasked to defend. By making themselves wholly immune to retributive

violence from an enemy that they kill from afar, the U.S. military makes it more likely

that those enemies will respond by attacking whatever target is available, usually civilian

ones, rather than accept surrender or annihilation in the face of relentless one-way

violence.

Future of Drones

Ukraine is witnessing the future of drone warfare | The Spectator

…Washington confirmed that it would supply Ukraine with a hundred deadly

‘switchblades’, one of the most advanced weapons available. Weighing only 2.5kg, it

can be carried by a soldier in a backpack and controlled from a smart tablet. Once in the
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air, the switchblade goes into a holding pattern for around 15 minutes, flying at 60 miles

an hour and waiting for a hostiles to be identified. Once a target is selected, it virtually

doubles its speed and ploughs downwards into the vehicle, encampment or group of

troops, detonating on impact. Under the terms of the deal, Kyiv will receive 100 systems

consisting of ten drones each, costing around £6 million per system.

Another model that has Russian forces watching the skies is the Turkish-made

Bayraktar TB2, which can fly at altitudes of up to 25,000 ft for up to 30 hours. Despite its

12-meter wingspan, it keeps a low profile, helping it avoid radar detection and, crucially,

can cost as little as £750,000 each, meaning operators aren’t as fearful about

undertaking risky missions. This is just as well, given two appear to have been shot

down by Russian anti-air defences in recent weeks. They have, however, become a

fearsome part of Ukraine’s arsenal, laying waste to armour with their four laser-guided

missiles.

Successes in conflict and new anti-radar features signal the future of drone warfare

At the 2022 Singapore Airshow, on February 15, Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI)

unveiled its latest model of loitering munition – the Harpy NG (New Generation).

Loitering munitions are similar to drones, but are themselves the weapon; they fly to a

target’s destination, loiter in the air searching and once a target is located it strikes –

similar to a missile or conventional munition.

IAI declares that its new model of loitering munition is ‘designed to counter the newer

types of air defence radar threats’. This is increasingly important due to the move in
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defence towards a phenomenon called the Internet of Military Things (IoMT). This

describes the use of connected sensors, radars and actuators to control and monitor the

environment, the things that move within it and the people that act within it. All these

sensors are used in conjunction to acquire full situational awareness and control over

diverse conflict zones and battle areas.

In a press release, the IAI announced that the new features on the Harpy NG will

counter newer types of air defence radar threats by covering a wider frequency band. It

also uses the airframe of the Harop, which is more advanced. This is claimed to ‘enable

better flying characteristics’, which include a longer loiter time, extended range, higher

altitude, as well as commonality in maintenance and training.
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